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The ‘Origin’ Drum (£310)

Contact & Ordering
To order a Goyt Craft bodhrán (Origin or fully customised) you can fill in
the contact form through our website goytcraft.com or call 07864 594 671 to
discuss your order. You can find Goyt Craft Instruments on Facebook and
Instagram.
Lead times range between 2-4 months depending on current order levels and
the demands of your chosen customisations. You will be advised of an
approximate completion date when ordering. We ship drums using
Parcelforce, UPS and Collect+ and will provide a tracking number for your

The majority of Goyt Craft bodhráns begin life as one of our Origin drums. Made from
high quality Finnish birch Plywood; they have a ply tuning ring with inset screw pads,

order.
Payment

stainless steel tuning blocks with thumb screw adjusters. Origin drums are finished with an

Payment can be made through PayPal or bank transfer. Full payment is

oiled and waxed outer rim and can be stained or painted internally to add a contrasting,

required before commencing with production of Origin bodhráns.

eye-catching burst of colour. They are finished with navy webbing and double tacked nickel
pins.

For more complex custom orders, 50% is due upon ordering with the
remaining 50% payable prior to shipping.

Standard size options for Origin drums:
14” X 5” (6 thumb tuners)
16” X 5” (8 thumb tuners)

Skins

Making the drum your own:

Skins are sourced from several suppliers across Ireland and the UK. We often source

Veneer Options

retired lambeg drum skins, which are well seasoned and each carry their own unique

A popular way to add a personal touch to your drum is by adding a unique veneer choice

characteristics. If you want a skin from a particular maker, we may have it in stock or

(or combination) to your bodhrán. Real wood veneers are cut and pressed to your chosen

can try to source one for you. This can sometimes be a slow process as some makers are

face of the drum. Veneers are generally finished using oil and wax, allowing the beauty of

no longer producing skins and therefore we look to source these from the retired skin

the wood be the highlight. Wood stains or other finishing options can be discussed when

stock as they become available. We also work from rawhide goat skins, finishing and

ordering your drum.

treating them with our own natural conditioning process. If you want a particular
sound or feel to your skin, speak to us about finding, or finishing one, to suit your

Veneering is priced per face. For example, if you wish to have walnut applied to the outer

playing and desired tonal style. We will tape skins on request.

rim and the internal rim, that would be a charge for 2 facings of veneer (£30X2)
Below are examples of veneer choices. If you have a particular wood in mind, contact us to

Tuning Rings
Our standard tuning rings are made with the same high quality birch ply
as our Origin Frames. With our custom drums you have the option of

discuss options. We will do our best to source it for you.

Walnut

Ebony

£30

£60

Louro Preto
£45

Smoked Figured

Tineo

Zebrano

Eucalyptus

£30

£35

Rosewood
£55

Kingwood
£28

adding an ash tuning ring (£40), produced through a steam bending
process. Strips of ash wood are heated by steam and then bent around a
circular form. These strips are laminated together to create a strong and
durable tuning ring. Bearing edges are cut to suit your desired style of
playing, we will discuss this when designing your fully customised bodhrán.

£45

Wood stain and finishing
Often, the nicest way to finish a drum is with a simple oil and wax finish; allowing the
natural colour and grain of the wood to come to the fore. If you want to add a wood stain or
spray colour to your drum, I can do that too. Below are a few examples of wood stain options– this is not an exhaustive list, if you want something different, just ask. The examples
are applied to the main birch frame in these examples.

Stain Examples:

Banding and Tacks
Finishing touches
Banding and tacking your drum brings the final touches to your bodhrán. Standard
banding for Goyt Craft bodhráns uses a 1 inch woven webbing– this comes in a choice of
colours (examples below), and our standard nickel plated tacks, double tacked around the

rim.

Leather Banding
Leather banding can be added at an extra cost (around £20 dependant on your choice).
Below are some examples of leather banding available.

Something a little different
If you have an idea for something a little more personal or bespoke, I can add a special
inscription, quote or motif, using a variety of techniques including paint spray templates,
pyrography or transfers.

Tacking
We have a range of different finishes: nickel plated, chrome, antique, brass.
We will work with you to add your choice of tacks and can also arrange in
different orientation if you wish.

